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Abstract:- this paper presents a detailed study of different
graph theoretic method i.e. clustering algorithm. A cluster is
collection or group of data objects that are similar to each
other with the same cluster object and not similar with other
Cluster object. Also it is study on different feature selection
algorithm. To overcome the limitations of existing algorithm. A
feature selection may be related with both the efficiency and
effectiveness point of view. FAST algorithm is proposed.
Features are different cluster relatively independent.
Clustering based strategy has high probability of producing a
subset of important and independent features. To adopt the
efficiency of fast clustering feature selection algorithm. It
creates efficient minimum spanning tree clustering method.
Keywords- Feature subset selection technique, feature clustering,
graph-based clustering
I INTRODUCTION
The main aim of feature selection algorithm is that selecting the
most related features with respective target class, this technique is
a way for reduces dimensionality, remove irrelevant information,
increases accuracy and improve the result. We use the Prims
algorithm for creating minimum spanning tree. The simple
algorithm is used to make possible subset of features and finding
the most effective one which decreases the error rate. The
proposed system is used which is works in two steps.
1. Features are divided into clusters by using graph based
clustering method.
2. the most representative feature that is strongly related to target
class is selected from every cluster to produce final subset of
features.
The process of feature selection is choosing a subset of
relevant features is used in system development. The central idea
of using a feature selection method is that the data contains
redundant or irrelevant features. The redundant features are those
which provide no more information than correctly selected
features .and the irrelevant features provide no useful information
in any context .this feature selection process is a subset of the more
field of feature extraction. Feature extraction creates new features
from the already existing features, so feature selection returns a
subset of the features. The feature selection used in domains where
there are many features and data points. Feature selection is a way
for reducing dimensionality, removing redundant data, increasing
learning accurateness, and recovering improve result.

In practice we have to improve the quality of data and
reduce the time i.e. it is totally related with efficiency and
effectiveness of data.
II LITERATURE SURVEY
Today different types of technology are growing fast so in
this clustering is also one of the important tasks for feature subset
selection. Feature selection algorithm main aim is that selecting a
subset of features by removing irrelevant information. It is the way
of choosing a subset of original features related to target class.
Irrelevant features do not provide accuracy and redundant features
are that same data present in another features. Different feature
selection algorithm present, most of them are useful at removing
irrelevant features but there is no effective to carry redundant
features. But some algorithm can remove irrelevant feature at that
time it take care of redundant features [1]. Fast clustering based
feature selection algorithm come in second group. The most
feature selection algorithm is relief which weight every features
according to its ability to discriminate instances under different
criteria based on distance based target function.
Whatever Relief is not useful at removing duplicate
features is two predictive but more correlated features are likely
both to be highly weighted [4].Relief F [5] extends Relief, this
algorithm works with the removing redundant information and
eliminating irrelevant data and also deals with the multiclass
problem ,but still cannot identify redundant features. The
redundant features affects the accuracy of learning algorithm. So it
is needy to eliminate it.CFS[6],FCBF[7]are the example that used
for the redundant features.CFS[6]is represented by hypothesis that
a good feature subset is one that enables relevancy of feature as
well as redundancy among relevant features . Some different from
above algorithm, FAST algorithm uses minimum spanning tree
based method to cluster features.
Generally feature selection can be presented as the
process of identifying and eliminating as irrelevant and redundant
features as well as possible. The first irrelevant features that do not
enable predictive accuracies And secondly redundant features that
do not getting a better predictor for that they mostly provide
information which is already situated in another feature.
III FEATURE SUBSET SELECTION
Feature selection able to identify and eliminate as much of the
irrelevant and redundant feature as possible. However good
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features subset contains highly correlated features with the class,
yet uncorrelated with other features

H ( X )    p( x) log 2 p( x)
xX

H ( X | Y )   p( y )  p( x | y) log 2 p( x | y)
yY

xX

Where, H(X) is the entropy of discrete random variable X.
And H(Y) is the entropy of discrete random variable Y. Gain(X/Y)
is the amount by which entropy of Y decreases. It reflects the
additional information about Y provided by x, so it is called as
information gain.
The general graph-theoretic clustering method is
introduced: Calculate a neighborhood graph of vertices, then
remove any edge in the graph that is much larger/lesser than its
neighbors. Result is a forest and each tree in the forest represents a
cluster. We use dataset like Cancer, diabetes, car etc which is text,
image and microarray data set.
There are four different classification algorithm used to
increase the accuracy of classifier .they are i. Naive Bayes –which
is probability based classifier (NB).ii. C4.5-It is tree based
classifier. iii. IB1-instanced based lazy learning algorithm .iv.
RIPPER- It is rule-based algorithm. Accuracy of all these
classifier with respective different feature selection algorithm is
implemented in this paper as well as total no of selected feature
and time taken to select the features .these two things are related
with Efficiency and effectiveness respectively

Figure 1 Feature selection process

In this feature subset algorithm the role of Symmentric uncertainty
and T-relevance is irrelevant feature removal and the role of
minimum spanning tree and tree partitioning with representative
feature selection is redundant feature elimination. In Fast
clustering bAsed feature Selection algoriThm (FAST) involves in
first step it construct the minimum spanning tree from weighted
complete graph, In second step the partitioning of MST into forest
with each tree representing cluster. And in third step the selection
of representative features from the clusters. Consider F is full set of
features, f i €F be a feature, Si=F-{f i}and 𝑆𝑖 ′ ⊆ 𝑆𝑖 .let si be the
value assignment of all features in Si, f i is a value assignment of
all features Fi and c be the value assignment of target class C. The
SU
(symmetric
uncertainty)
is
as
follows

SU ( X , Y ) 

2  Gain( X | Y )
H ( X ) | H (Y )

Where,
𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑋( 𝑌) = 𝐻 (𝑋) − 𝐻(𝑋|𝑌)

Gain(X/Y) = 𝐻 (𝑌) − 𝐻(𝑋|𝑌)

Figure 2 System Architecture
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5. After calculating the all readings from the dataset.

The Proportion of selected features is the ratio of no. of
features selected by feature selection algorithm to original no .of
features to the dataset. According to different dataset like text,
image, microarray is included and implemented in this paper.
1. Initially upload the dataset on the system.

6. Figure shows the proportion of selected features with all feature
selection algorithm. and the graph of proportion of selected feature.

2. Reading of symmetric uncertainty, Information Gain and their
entropies

3. Calculating T-relevance of dataset.

7. The selected feature graph shows the selected feature
percentage with dataset.

4. Finding the Correlations of dataset.

Figure 7: Graph of proportion of selected feature
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8. This figure shows time taken to select feature from the dataset.

10. Accuracy of Naïve Bayesian classifier with feature selection
algorithm.

11. Implementation of feature selection i.e. search application.
User can enter the dataset it gives the result of selected features.

Figure 8: Time taken to select feature from dataset

9. Below graph shows time taken in ms with dataset and selected
feature algorithm.
V CONCLUSION
We implement the feature subset selection using graph
based clustering to evaluate the performance, accuracy and
capability of features from huge amount of data for that FAST
algorithm to reduce memory usage. Fast Clustering based feature
selection algorithm can be compared with existing feature
algorithm. FAST get the first rank for Text data and second rank
for image data as well as Microarray dataset. the response of FAST
algorithm i.e. feature selection which is search algorithm.
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